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Introduction

Design thinking and source reduction module. 
Students can work through this project based booklet as they are completing their 
marine debris education. The module could also suit an extension project for students 
and teachers that want to delve deeper into design thinking processes to reduce 
marine debris at the source. 

Tangaroa Blue’s Source Reduction Plan
Tangaroa Blue has a Source Reduction Planning process with useful resources that 
can be used in conjunction with this learning module and design thinking project 
booklet. https://www.tangaroablue.org/resources/source-reduction-plan.html

It should be noted, however, that this learning module and design thinking project 
booklet is designed to extend students to explore deeper design aspects of source 
reduction and will require a greater amount of class time to complete. 

Let’s reduce it at the source so it never has to become marine debris in the first place!

Project based learning
Project based learning seeks to better prepare students for solving real-world problems 
and issues while teaching them what they need to know to succeed in school right 
now. Project based learning structures curriculum around discrete projects, presenting 
students with multi-step problems to solve or asking them complex questions they are 
then required to answer. Such projects often force students to use multiple learning 
techniques to succeed, including research, logical deduction, and iterative learning 
(trial and error). Connecting academic situations to the real world is one of the largest 
benefits of project based learning. Students learn with the same approach they will 
eventually use in their hobbies, passions, and careers. This ingrains essential problem-
solving techniques within them early on, drastically increasing their chances of success 
in whatever career they choose once their education has completed. Part of this is 
that project based learning requires the use of multiple problem-solving methods, 
which helps students not only cultivate a balanced approach but also learn to switch 
approaches when their initial attempt fails to work.

  Module 1

“If all we ever do is clean up beaches, 
         then that is all we will ever do.”
                               Heidi Taylor CEO Tangaroa Blue.  
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The 5E’s
The units of learning in the Tangaroa Blue Foundation Education Kit are based on the 
5 E’s instructional model. Students move through five stages of learning to understand 
the marine debris problem in depth. 

Engage Establish Relevancy - Help learner determine need of learning new 
concepts.

Explore Present the content, Help learner understand concepts, process/
procedures, facts or principals.

Explain Improve understanding - Hepl learner to express new learning and 
provide guidance.

Elaborate Construct New Learning - Help learner apply prior learning and 
acquire new.

Evaluate Assess Learning - Help learner measure learning against: its 
corresponding goals. 

Design thinking 
Students further build on their learning through design thinking processes. This 
learning module follows design thinking process to support students to bring their 
ideas and planning together.  The learning process encourages a growth mindset, 
critical thinking and reflection, creativity, empathy and sharing solutions via story to 
solve a real world problem. 

Students investigate the power of design, why so much plastic is used in design and 
begin to realise that the afterlife of a product is not always considered in design, but 
perhaps should be. Through case studies students also explore China’s Green Fence 
Policy, E-Waste, Cradle2Cradle, as well as examples of good design. 

EvaluateElaborateExplainExploreEngage

EMPATHISE

How do I 
approach the 

challenge?

DEFINE IDEATE PROTOTYPE TEST

How do I 
interpret my 

findings?

What do we 
create?

How do I build 
my idea?

How do I prove 
and improve 

the idea?
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Building ICT capabilities
An enormous challenge is presented to educators and students by the rapidly 
changing world of information and communication technologies (ICT). It is essential 
that students acquire high-quality ICT experience before emerging into the real world 
of employment or higher education. The overall impact of ICT on teaching and 
learning at the current time, however, is largely through the conversion of conventional 
education materials to static documents, which are made available to students 
on the web. Project-based learning, by comparison, can provide students with the 
opportunity to work with emerging technologies and also understand the power 
of creating content to positively impact a larger audience beyond the walls of the 
classroom. ICT also provides students a creative avenue to express themselves and 
ultimately take responsibility for their own learning.  Educators may find the digital tool 
handbook developed by Tangaroa Blue useful and utilise some of the collaborative 
digital tools for students to ideate, prototype and share their source reduction ideas. 

Research & data
The Design thinking and Source Reduction Module encourages students to research 
facts and data to support their project’s ultimate call to action. Tangaroa Blue has a 
living data system on their website that has been built upon by community, school 
and organisation beach clean-ups. It is living because as new data is submitted, it 
automatically updates and therefore always stays relevant and accurate to the time 
the data report is produced. Tangaroa Blue’s open access policy allows for a specific 
set of data reports to be generated for community groups, schools and partner 
organisations to assist in identifying marine debris trends and creating local source 
reduction plans. To find out more about the Data Use Agreement, visit the website here: 
https://www.tangaroablue.org/database.html
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Empathise

Creating content that helps reduce marine debris
During this learning series, you will learn about design process and how it has played 
an important role in both creating the marine debris problems and solutions. You will 
also be journeying through your own design thinking process to complete a source 
reduction project that will encourage others to reduce marine debris.  You will be 
guided to create useful content that can be shared with other people to help support 
a cultural shift away from disposable lifestyles. 

A convenient life designed just for you
To create lasting change in the world, we often need to first go back to the source 
and investigate how the problem was created in the first place. Once you do this, 
you will often find that the problem was not something that was deliberately made. 
Let’s take plastic as an example.  Plastics are made to last forever, designed to throw 
away. People use plastic every day of their lives, most of it gets thrown away and a lot 
of it ends up in the ocean where it starts to break down into smaller pieces causing 
harm to wildlife and humans. Plastic is a big part of the marine debris problem.   Just 
a generation ago, we packaged our products in reusable or recyclable materials – 
glass, metals and paper, and designed products that would last. Today, our landfills 
and beaches are awash in plastic packaging, and expendable products that have 
no value at the end of their short life cycle.   

At the end of this unit, you are going to start looking at rubbish differently and 
understand that everything has been designed in a certain way for a specific 
purpose. Unfortunately, most products and systems are not designed with the 
environment in mind as much as profits. 

Reducing marine debris at the source
 

 
Consider this question: What can I, as an individual, do to create change and reduce 
Marine Debris at the source? During this learning series you will be supported to come 
up with your own solution to reduce marine debris at the source. 

  Module 2

Do you have any ideas already?

  Exercise    What can I do as an individual

“If all we ever do is clean up beaches, then 
   that is all we will ever do.”  Heidi Taylor CEO Tangaroa Blue.  
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Think about the concepts below and imagine for a minute how we as a collective 
created the marine debris problem in the first place.

It must be possible that if we created the problem, then we can definitely find a 
solution for it too.

Concepts

Our individual actions have a global impact

Many individuals together making a 
positive change

=
mass global positive change.

Our thoughts and intentions create our actions.

Individually we can make a positive change.

What we do affects ourselves and everything 
around us therefors we can make changes to 

our own actions.
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What do you already know about marine debris? 
What would you like to find out about marine debris?
It is likely that you already know a lot about marine debris, but there may be things you 
would still like to find out.  Use the space below to write down some facts you already 
know about and would like to find out about marine debris. As you find out more 
about marine debris, you will also explore ways that you can share this information to 
create change.

Disposable has become part of our culture
Disposable items have become part of our culture. It is considered normal to use 
certain items and then throw them away after we have finished with them. Everyday 
items are made of different properties and end up in the rubbish once they are 
disposed of. Some of this rubbish can make its way into our waterways and can cause 
problems for the environment.

Think about the types of items you use in your daily life that will end up in the rubbish 
bin once you have finished with them…

Put a pair of gloves on and check your household rubbish bins.  Grab 3 items out of 
your normal rubbish bin and three items out of your recycle bin.

Now take a look at the items you have just listed. How many of them contain plastic?

What do you already know about marine debris?

What would you like to find out about marine debris?

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

  Exercise    Marine debris?

Rubbish bin Recycle bin

  Exercise    Check your household rubbish
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Depending on what you wrote down, you may realise that some of these items get 
thrown away immediately after being used and others have a slightly longer lifespan.  
Either way, they will eventually all get thrown away. 

So how do we make a cultural shift to move away from 
using plastics when we are so used to using them?
This is one of the questions you will consider whilst preparing your source reduction 
project. You will learn about the power of storytelling, how to include this in your design 
and create content that is fun and will help make a cultural change in society.

But before we can change others habits, we must first start with ourselves…..

Let’s think about why so many items are designed out of plastic. In order to answer 
that question, you need to first understand the characteristics of plastic.

Brainstorm some characteristics about plastic that help explain why so many items are 
made from plastic these days. This type of brainstorming is called mind mapping.

Think about what plastic is used for and list it’s characteristics in the different boxes.

Function - what is it used for?

Cost - cheap or expensive?

Safety - maybe safer than other materials?

Physical and material properties - lightweight, waterproof

  Exercise    Why are so many things made of PLASTIC?
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Rubbish in my o wn backyard. 
Have you ever worn thongs before? Thongs must be one of the most common shoes 
that have been designed for people to wear around the world!

Can you see what is in the picture?...That’s right, it’s thongs in a landfill dump.  4575 of 
them to be exact!!!!  These thongs were dumped in landfill after they were cleaned up 
off a beach.  Thongs are a very common type of marine debris.

Why have they been designed that way? List some of your ideas below

  Exercise    Look at the design of these thongs. 

Source: flickr.com

Source: Tangaroa Blue Pictures
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Have a guess at what country you think this landfill with all the thongs in it is located 
in? Circle the country on the map below. 

If you circled Australia, then you are right! But how can that be? Australia has rubbish 
bins and recycles doesn’t it? Not all of our disposable items end up in recycling.

This is difficult to fully understand when we often do not see the negative effect directly 
in our own backyards.  

Imagine now that you are in a country that doesn’t have rubbish bins. You are walking 
down the street, next to the river or along the beach in one of these places that don’t 
have rubbish bins.

What would it look like?
What would it feel like?
What would it sound like?

Picture Source: www.ricka.org

Source: hdwallpapers.com
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 Write some of your ideas from the above questions in the space below. 

  Exercise    A country that doesn’t have rubbish bins.

Looks like

Sounds like Feels like
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E-waste case study 
The following two video clips are about E-waste in Asia and Africa. Watch both of 
these video clips to get a real example of what it is actually like to live in a world without 
rubbish bins.  There will be some questions to answer about the video clips after you 
have watched them.  Maybe take a moment to read through the questions first, so 
you can figure your answers out whilst watching the video clips.

China - Worlds dumping ground for electronic waste | CNN
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-_ubuFhqQA

Where does the E-Waste in China come from?

What are they doing with the E-Waste? 

Why don’t the locals drink the water?

What did the local farmer say about the rice they are growing? 

  Exercise    E-waste in Africa
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Examining E-waste in Africa
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-N92-wZCOU

What were the emotions that you felt while viewing this video? Use the space 
below, you can write words, or draw pictures.

Why do the people work with E-waste even when they know it is bad for them 
and the environment?

It is illegal to import E-Waste, so what ‘guise’ does E-Waste come into the 
country under?

  Exercise    Examining E-waste in Africa
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What are the two places that Australia exports E-Waste to?

1. 2.

  Exercise    E-waste exports

Source reduction
As you would have discovered in this weeks lesson, recycling is not always the best 
answer to reduce Marine Debris in every case.  We need to do more about designing 
products differently and reducing Marine Debris at the source.  Have you got any ideas 
yet about how you might do this? 

In order to create lasting change, one of the first things you need to do is to help 
people build empathy. This can come from the way you highlight the problem.

You can help people understand the cause and effect of the marine debris problem.

Use the following cause and effect chart to write some ideas down to use towards the 
creation of your source reduction project. It will help you define the particular aspect of 
marine debris that you want to focus on and find a solution for.

Source: https://mapsontheweb.zoom-maps.com/
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Now that you have some ideas about the cause and effects that marine debris is 
having on the environment, you can get a little more specific and choose a marine 
debris item you would like to focus on. 

Why is stopping this item from ending up in the ocean/
beach/river important for you and your community?
Brainstorm some ideas below. In the next lesson you will then look at ways you can 
present this information that helps other people also build empathy for the marine 
debris issue. Building empathy in yourself and others has the power to motivate people 
to create lasting change.
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Define

What can I, as an individual, do to create change and 
reduce Marine Debris at the source?
‘Plastic is not a problem in my community right?! I always put plastic into the recycle 
bin.’  Around the world, plastic pollution has become a growing plague, clogging 
our waterways, damaging marine ecosystems, and entering the marine food web. 
Much of the plastic trash we generate on land flows into our oceans through storm 
drains and watersheds. It falls from garbage and container trucks, spills out of rubbish 
bins, or is tossed carelessly.  A lot of the rubbish we think is being recycled in our own 
communities is actually shipped to other countries such as China to be recycled 
instead.

In the previous lesson, you started to understand some of the elements that are 
considered in design process and learnt that the environment is not always high on 
the agenda in that process. The series of lessons this week will build on that knowledge 
by exploring plastic products like the plastic bottle, where they go after the recycle bin, 
and causes and effects they have on the environment.

You will begin to question the ethics behind product and design and think about 
more sustainable options.

  Module 3

What does recycle mean to you? Write or draw some of your ideas below:

  Exercise    Beyond the recycle bin
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Have you ever thought about what does happen to the rubbish that you put in the 
recycle bin? It gets recycled! These are questions to consider.

Does it really all get recycled?
Where does it get recycled?

 Have you ever noticed that there are little 
numbers on each of the plastic items you 
throw away? What do these mean?

Well, they help the people recycling the 
products to know how to sort them all out.  
You see, not all plastic can be recycled 
together, because sometimes it is made 
of different properties that become toxic or 
useless if they are mixed up. 

Take a moment to contact your local 
council in the area that you live in and 
ask them to speak with their waste 
management officer. Ask them the 
following questions:

1.     Where does everything from our 
local recycle bin end up? 

2.     What numbers on plastics do we 
currently recycle locally?

They will probably give you the name 
and number of the local recycle depot.  
Ring up that recycle depot and then ask 
them what they do with the products 
that have been put in the recycle bin.  
Let them know you are doing a project 
for school and write what you found 
out in the space below. Hopefully from 
your investigation, you will see that the 
pathway of the product once it has 

been used is quite complicated before it 
actually gets to be recycled and made 
into a new product. You may also find out 
that your local area does not recycle all 
of the different types of plastic and some 
have to be sent overseas to be recycled. 
Numbers 1 & 2 are the easiest to recycle 
and numbers 3-7 are more toxic and 
difficult to recycle. 

What products are recycled at your local plant? What happens to the rest?

  Exercise    What did you find out?

PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate) - soft drink 
and fruit juice bottles

1

HDPE (High-density 
polethylene) - milk bottles 
or shampoo containers 

PVC (Polyvinyl chloride or 
plasticised polyvinyl chloride) - 
cordial, juice or squeeze bottles

LDPE (Low-density 
polethylene) - garbage 
bags and bins

PP (Polypropylene) - ice cream 
containers, take-away food 
containers and lunch boxes

PS (Polystyrene) - yoghurt 
containers, plastic cutlery, 
foam hot drink cups

OTHER - all other plastics, 
including acrylic and nylon

2

3

4

5

6

7
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 Design process
Most products are only designed up to the stage of when people buy them or 
consume them, with little thought about what happens after that. For example, a 
plastic bottle may be on the earth for at least 400 years, never really biodegrading and 
returning completely back to the earth. It just breaks down into smaller and smaller 
pieces.   So much energy goes into making the plastic bottle and then either recycling 
it or cleaning up the mess and we only use it once! It probably only takes you 5 mins 
max to drink a bottle of soft drink. Take a moment to think about how long it takes the 
following items below to break down in the ocean. You may want to use the Tangaroa 
Blue Rubbish Timeline Poster to help you with your answers:

https://www.tangaroablue.org/resources/fact-sheets/category/29-marine-debris-
fact-sheets.html

 An example of the Design process

This part of the design process in oriented around making money. 

The ‘somebodies’ are concerned about making profits

Somebody
MANUFACTURES

the product

Somebody
DESIGNS

the product

Somebody is
MARKETING
the product

Somebody is
PRODUCING
the product

Somebody is
SELLING

the product

Somebody
DEMANDS
the product

Somebody is
USING

the product

Somebody is
CONSUMING

the product
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How long might it take for these items to decompose?

2 - 5 weeks 80 - 200 years

1 - 5 years 450 years

10 - 20 years 600 years

50 years 1 million years

Write the product along side the time you think takes to decompose.

  Exercise    How long till it’s gone?
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Changing the design 
You are starting to understand some of the processes in design.  With every product 
design, there is a system that it is part of that design. 

The diagram below will help you to understand this concept in more detail.  

What aspects of this example design process could be changed to make the product 
more environmentally friendly after it has been used? Circle your choices on the 
diagram below and write a few notes on some reasons for your answer.

As you can see that are several other areas that need to be concidered. There is 
rubbish created all the way from the manucturing and production process, all the way 
through sales and marketing up to the end consumer, all these factors need to be 
addressed during the design process.

RUBBISH
Was this part of the process thought about when the product was designed?

LANDFILL
How long will it take to break down?

Will the toxins affect us by seeping into 
our waterways?

DISCARD
Who’s responsible to clean it up?

RECYCLE
In Australia? or overseas?

 Another example of the Design process

Somebody
DESIGNS

the product

Somebody
MANUFACTURES

the product

Somebody is
MARKETING
the product

Somebody is
PRODUCING
the product

Somebody
DEMANDS
the product

Somebody is
SELLING

the product

Somebody is
USING

the product

Somebody is
CONSUMING

the product
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We are connected 
What we do affects each other not just in our households, local communities, our 
country, but all over the world.  Once a product becomes ‘Nobody’s Rubbish’ and 
ends up in the ocean, it will travel through the ocean currents and quite often end up 
in a different country to where it was thrown away in the first place.   Have a look at the 
following pictures below.  These marine debris items were found on Australian beaches 
in Far North Queensland and Torres Strait Islands, but it is obvious they are not from 
Australia.

Where do you think this rubbish came from?
How do you think this rubbish got on our beaches?
Whose responsibility is it?
These are some of the questions you may want to consider covering in your project.

You may have said Asia or China as the place of origin for those pictures of marine 
debris that were found on Australian beaches in Far North Queensland. What was your 
answer for whose responsibility is it? Sometimes the thought of rubbish landing on our 
beautiful beaches from another country can cause some feelings of anger for people, 
but let’s consider the big picture for a minute...

Source: Tangaroa Blue Pictures
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We will use a plastic bottle as our example.

Where do you think the majority of plastic bottles are made?

They are made all over the world including Australia, but a lot of the plastic bottles we 
end up using here in Australia, have also been made in China.  We then use them 
here, throw them out, and a number of the bottles thrown away may end up going 
back to China for recycling.  Does this change your view about whose responsibility it is 
that plastic bottles end up on our beaches? Can you see how we are all connected?

PRODUCTS 
MADE IN CHINA    

USED BY PEOPLE IN 
OTHER COUNTRIES END PRODUCT SENT 

BACK TO CHINA TO 
DEAL WITH
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Here are some facts about Waste Export to China 2010 taken from the Australian 
Recycling Council of Australia

 •  Discarded plastics: 8-9m tonnes –about 70% of the global plastic waste!
 •  Waste paper:  28m tonnes
 •  Steel Scrap:  5.8m tonnes
 •  E-waste:  350m tonnes – About 70% of the world’s e-waste!

China’s Green Fence Policy
the landscape of rubbish being sent to China from other countries is starting to 
change. China has implemented a new policy called the Green Fence Policy. The 
following video clip by The Resident has an American focus, but gives some interesting 
information on China’s Green Fence Policy.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HJVAdrelPM

Watch the video clip and also read the following news article to answer the following 
questions. 

 What percentage of the world’s plastic waste ends up in China? 

  Question    Write your answer in the box below
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China’s recycling ‘ban’ throws Australia into a very 
messy waste crisis
Read the following article taken from: 

https://theconversation.com/chinas-recycling-ban-throws-australia-into-a-very-
messy-waste-crisis-95522 

Updated April 27, 2018 9.31am AEST

Federal Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg is meeting with his state and territory 
counterparts today. Top of their agenda? The recycling crisis precipitated by the 
China “ban”. States and councils around the country have been struggling since 
the imposition of import restrictions that exclude 99% of the recyclables that Australia 
previously sold to China.

Hopes are high that the federal government will step in and take a clear role. 
Proposed solutions include investing in onshore processing facilities and local markets, 
incentives or mandates to use recycled content, and grants and rebates for innovative 
approaches that go beyond recycling to designing for prevention and reuse.

But what is the ban and why is it such an issue?

What is the China ‘ban’?
The “ban” is actually a set of import restrictions imposed by China under its Blue Sky/
National Sword program. This follows its previous Green Fence program, introduced 
in 2011, which progressively tightened inspection efforts to reduce the amount of 
contaminated materials entering the country.

National Sword takes this a step further by restricting the importation of 24 streams 
of recyclable material. It does this by setting stringent “maximum contamination 
thresholds” and limiting the number of import permits provided to Chinese businesses.

Of key importance to Australia are the restrictions on paper and plastics, which now 
have contamination thresholds of just 0.5%. While not a ban in theory, this is virtually 
a ban in practice, because it is currently unachievable when processing household 
wastes like plastic.

What numbers on plastics are China not accepting anymore?

What do you think the Green Fence Policy will mean for your country?

  Question    Write your answer in the box below
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How much of Australia’s recycling is affected?
Recent estimates commissioned by the federal government suggest that of all 
recycling collected from households, business and industry in 2017, Australia exported 
3.5% to China (some 1,248 megatonnes).

However, the proportion is much higher for two key streams from our household 
kerbside recycling: 29% (920 Mt) of all paper and 36% (125 Mt) of all plastics collected 
were exported to China in 2017. This represents around 65% of the export market for 
each. The contamination rate of Australia’s kerbside recycling averages between 
6-10% and even after sorting at a recycling facility is generally well above China’s 0.5% 
acceptable threshold.

Australia has limited local markets for household recyclables like paper, plastics and 
glass, so we rely heavily on overseas markets like China to buy and reprocess the 
waste. Losing the market for a third of our paper and plastics – as have many other 
industrialised countries – has sent shockwaves through the global recycling market. 
Oversupply has caused the average price of mixed paper scrap to fall from around 
AU$124 per tonne to A$0 per tonne (yes, zero!). Scrap mixed plastics has fallen from 
around A$325 per tonne to A$75 per tonne.

For many recycling companies, this means that the money they can make from 
kerbside recycling will now be less than the cost of providing the service.

Adapted from APCO Market Impact Assessment Report
Short-term solutions

Despite this reduced market, over the past 12 months traders have been able to sell 
scrap paper and plastics to other countries in Asia. This is a stopgap solution, as these 
countries are likely to reach their maximum capacity soon.

Other recycling businesses are storing these materials in the hope that a better option 
becomes available soon; The Age has reported some 200 “dangerous” stockpiles in 
Victoria. New South Wales has temporarily relaxed stockpile limits to allow greater short-
term storage.

Major recycling company Visy has invoked force majeure to stop accepting recycling 
from the collection contractor for ten regional Victorian councils, while others councils 
face increased fees. In response, the Victorian state government unveiled a A$13 
million rescue package to help councils meet increased costs until June, when they 
can increase rates (which are expected to increase by 4.5%).

Passing costs onto residents isn’t always an option, as in NSW where rates are capped. 
To prevent a number of councils from abandoning kerbside recycling altogether (as 
temporarily happened in Ipswich), the NSW government has announced A$47 million 
of funding to help industry and councils. However, this is money diverted from funds 
already aimed at better managing waste throughout the state.

In South Australia, some recycling is seemingly still being sent to China despite the 
ban because of the high quality of recycling in that state. However, this is not a realistic 
option for all, and industry associations have called for a A$7 million rescue package. 
The SA government is waiting on a report from a working group before committing to 
such a package, but has announced A$300,000 in grant funding for the development 
of secondary reprocessing infrastructure.
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The Western Australian government has created a task force to look at solutions but it 
has so far not returned any findings.

So what are our options?
The immediate responses from state governments have focused on short-term 
solutions. Our major medium- to long-term options fall under three categories: 
increasing the quality of recycling to enable continued export; investing in onshore 
recycling markets and facilities; and reducing the need for recycling altogether.

Ahead of the Friday meeting of state environment ministers, there’s been a call for 
“product stewardship”: making companies responsible for the ultimate fate of their 
products, to create an incentive to ensure packaging is recyclable.

The Waste Management Association of Australia has been lobbying for a A$150 
million action plan to invest in infrastructure and improvements in recycling quality, and 
for governments to buy recycled products. South Australian data suggest that 25,000 
jobs could be created if we process recycling onshore.

Let’s hope the meeting produces a commitment from all ministers to long-term 
recycling and reuse solutions. What we don’t want to see is prioritised investment 
in waste-to-energy approaches to kerbside recyclables, as this has the least 
environmental benefit compared to avoidance, reuse and recycling. Even as a short-
term solution any investment could lock out better longer-term solutions, because 
once these facilities are built they need to be fed.

However, for a truly circular economy, we also need governments to take this 
opportunity to go beyond recycling and invest in waste reduction and reuse. Grant 
programs and incentives for manufacturers to design for disassembly and reuse are a 
great idea, as is support for businesses moving to reusable products and systems, like 
refillable bottles and returnable food containers.

Regardless of what does or doesn’t happen at today’s meeting, the key message for 
the public is to keep on recycling, and to recycle carefully. Use the RecycleSmart app 
or your council’s website to check exactly what can and can’t go in your kerbside 
recycling bin. If in doubt, keep it out!

After reading the article, list some of the challenges when it comes to cleaning 
up or preventing marine debris. e.g. Money - who is going to pay for a solution? 
You may want to cover some of these challenges and propose some solutions 
in your source reduction project.

1.

2.

3.

4.

   Exercise    The China Ban
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Let’s explore some of the differences that young people are making in sustainability 
and what sorts of marine debris projects we can create. 

19 year old Boyan Slat

Boyan Slatt came up with an idea to clean up the ocean using some basic principles:

Passive collection

Why move through the oceans, if the oceans can move through you? Attaching an 
array of floating barriers and platforms to the sea bed enables us to concentrate the 
plastic before extracting it from the ocean —a collection process 100% driven by the 
natural winds and currents.

Capturing plastics, not sea life

Instead of nets, we make use of solid floating barriers, making entanglement of wildlife 
impossible. Virtually all of the current flows underneath these booms, taking away all 
(neutrally buoyant) organisms, and preventing by-catch, while the lighter-than-water 
plastic collects in front of the floating barrier.

In 2012, Boyan Slat - then 17 years old -  
  proposed a concept that could clean up our oceans.

Good design

  Case study
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Highly scalable

The scalable array of moorings and booms is designed for large-magnitude 
deployment, covering millions of square kilometres without moving a centimetre.

Thanks to its projected high capture and field efficiency, a single gyre can be covered 
in just 5-10 years (or longer, depending on the chosen deployment strategy).

To read more about Boyan Slat and his marine debris initiative:

https://www.theoceancleanup.com/updates/

Understanding the problem
Watch the following video of Boyan Slat giving an update about the progress his team 
has made.  Then answer the following questions:

Boyan Slat - The New Picture of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxMATP5oRx4
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What are some of the techniques that Boyan Used to raise awareness and 
raise the funds to achieve is initiative?

What did Boyan and his team find in their research?

After watching the video and possibly even having collected data from your 
own beach clean-up, how important do you think that collecting data is?

Why is it important?

What was significant about the ghost nets they surveyed in the ocean?

 Questions    Boyan Slat’s concept that could clean up our oceans.

“In order to solve a problem, you really first need to understand the problem.” - Boyan Slat
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How do you think the item may end up on a beach or in the ocean?

What actions/changes could the community do to stop this item from 
becoming marine debris?

What research and data is out there to show support that the item is a 
problem? Remember you can use the data collected by Tangaroa Blue to 
support your argument: https://www.tangaroablue.org/database.html

 Questions    Write your answer in the box below

Defining the problem. 
Choose a common marine debris  item that you may have found in one of your 
beach cleanups, or one you found in your rubbish bin.  You can begin to brainstorm 
how you might reduce this item from becoming marine debris.  Fill out the table below 
to begin your source reduction journey. Considering what actions/changes people 
could take to stop an item becoming marine debris will help you clearly define your 
Source reduction Plan and develop a strong call to action. 
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The power of story
We tell stories every single day. How we see the past, how we envision the future – 
those are stories. How we convey a message, how we describe a product or service 
– those are stories as well. A pitch, a presentation, a plea – all stories. In fact, stories are 
a vital part of activating change. And they are one of the most powerful tools you can 
use to engage your audience.

Stories go far beyond simply relaying facts and data. Stories emotionalize information. 
They give color and depth to otherwise bland material, and they allow people to 
connect with the message in a deeper, more meaningful way. Those potential 
supporters can then connect with your call to action in a more profound way.

Use the space below to brainstorm what medium you are going to use to tell your 
story. How are you going to create useful content that engages the audience to 
understand the marine debris problem and work towards a solution together?

If you simply outline the cause and effect and list the actions people could take it 
may not be enough. Pictures, sound, movement and story will help make your case 
stronger. 

Here are some ideas

Video, Facebook page, story book, poster, artwork, campaign, website, the list goes 
on.  Try to choose something that:

1.  Interests you and is fun,
2. Is achievable.
3. Has a clear message.

The Tangaroa Blue Education kit contains two powerpoint presentations called:

1. Creative expressions
2. Digital tools. 

You may find these useful for your brainstorm.

The education kit also has a video guide you can refer to should you choose to make 
a video for your project.  

Jot down some notes to remind you which files to look at later

    Notes  
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Ideate

Did we intend on this happening? 
Design is the first sign of human intention. If you look around the world at all the 
waste and growing Marine Debris, you could ask yourself: ‘did we really intend on this 
happening?’ ‘Is this something we designed?’ Although many of the intentions behind 
the Industrial Revolution were good ones, it is a system that is based on taking, making 
and wasting. By including more sustainable practices and good intentions about the 
environment in the design process, there is a chance of reducing Marine Debris at the 
source.

In your previous lessons you have learnt about design processes and began to apply 
some of these process to your own source reduction project planning. In this lesson 
you will begin to understand the power that intention can play in designing products.  
It is from these intentions that our culture is shaped and you will be asked to think 
about how sometimes the needs of the present may conflict with each other and 
affect our future. You will also look at design and intention in your own source reduction 
project planning and consider who your audience will be, what actions you want your 
audience to take and what type of presentation you will create. 

Sustainable design

Is this guy 
sustainable?
Write some of your thoughts 
down below.

Consider what does the term 
sustainable even mean to you?

  Module 4

Consider what does the term sustainable even mean to you?

  Exercise    Is this guy sustainable?

Source: supersize.jpg
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Now let’s look at a key definition of sustainability:

— From the World Commission on Environment and Devel- opment’s ; (the Brundtland 
Commission) report Our Common Future ; (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).

But what does this mean?

“Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

Take a minute and jot down five to ten needs that you have in your own life.

  Exercise    What are the needs of the present?

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10.
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Have you listed any needs that conflict with one another? For example, if you listed 
clean air to breathe, but also listed a car for transportation, your needs might conflict. 
Which would you choose, and how would you make your decision? If within ourselves 
we have conflicting needs, how much is that multiplied when we look at a whole 
community, city, country, and world? For example, what happens when a company’s 
need for cheap labour conflicts with workers’ needs for livable wages? Or when 
individual family needs for firewood conflict with the habitat needs of animals such as 
tigers? Or when one country’s need for plastic re-sults in marine debris that damages 
another country’s beaches and rivers?

How do we decide whose needs are met? Poor or rich people? Citizens or immigrants? 
People living in cities or in the countryside?   People in one country or another? You 
or your neighbour? The environment or the corporation? This generation or the next 
generation? When there has to be a trade off whose needs should go first? There are 
design principles that take into ac- count all of these questions. A good one to learn 
about is called Cradle to Cradle design or C2C design.

For a long time now we have been trading of the needs of our 
natural environments for the needs of people and now it is having 
a negative impact on everyone. 

Cradle to Cradle design
What do you think Cradle to Cradle design means?

What do you think Cradle to Grave design means?

Cradle to cradle design

Cradle to grave design

  Exercise    Write some of your ideas in the table below.

Cradle-to-cradle is a framework (directions) used to design production techniques 
that are not just efficient but are essentially waste-free.
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Think of cradle to cradle design like this. If it comes from the earth, it can return to the 
earth - closed loop. That way, our resources are always being renewed and available 
to keep making ‘things’. Cradle to Grave on the other hand, means that things are 
made, but they don’t return to the earth, they get used once and then thrown away – 
open loop. Our resources will slowly get used up until we can’t make any more ‘things’.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION = TAKE, MAKE, WASTE 

Most products that have been designed with different materials that can’t be taken 
apart easily will end up in landfill. 

Remember how you learnt about all the different numbers on plastics and that those 
numbers can’t all be recycled together?

Do you think this toy will be recycled or end up in landfill? 

RECYCLED LANDFILL

  Question    Is this toy sustainable?

Source: atissuejournal.com
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Setting our intention
Cradle to Cradle design totally rethinks how we design things and has a different 
intention that just making a product that is efficient.  The intention is more about 
designing something that will not just benefit us now, but benefit us and the 
environment in the future

Watch the following video that explains Cradle to Cradle design in more detail.

The Cradle to Cradle concept explained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsF1P-_vWc

As you would have seen in the video, it is important to first know what ingredients 
are being used in a product and consider the effects of these before we can really 
consider redesigning.  This is a little like understanding the problem before you can find 
a solution. So let’s consider……….

How might we reduce waste or marine debris? 
Write some of your ideas how we might do this after watching the video.   Try to step 
beyond the obvious solutions and therefore increase the innovation potential of your 
solution.  Let yourself come up with as many ideas as possible.   Remember the case 
study on Boyan Slat? This is the very question he asked himself before he came up with 
his solution.  It is not expected that you need to ideate something as radical as Boyan 
Slat, you ideas may be more simple, but equally important.  For example, your idea 
could be as simple as ‘spread awareness about the marine debris problem.’  In this 
case, you may just want to work with the first part of the marine debris issue which is 
educating people about the problem - building their empathy.  Whatever you come 
up with, it will definitely help your own Source Reduction Planning project design. 
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Edible plastic bags
For an example of rethinking design in action and source reduction planning, watch 
the following video about edible plastic bags. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxolBZZ_fRU

1.  What are the main ingredients of the plastic bag?

2.  What are some of the benefits of the plastic bag? 

  Questions    Answer the following questions

The video about edible ‘plastic’ bags was great, but how would we get people to buy 
use those bags?
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By now you may have completed a river, beach or roadside cleanup and found 
what kinds of products end up becoming waste. Choose one of the products from 
your clean-up, or choose a different product that you know could become Marine 
Debris and start to make some drawings and ideas about how you could change it or 
re-design it so that it doesn’t become waste in the first place. Think about the different 
roles that government, consumers, manufacturers and retailers play in the design and 
sale of products. Draw the product you chose below.

Now consider this question….
How might we change the way people behave? 

 

 

 

 

Government – Can the government change any laws about the way products 
are designed? What they are made from? What is done with our waste?

Consumer – What can you, as a consumer who buys products do differently? 
Can you buy products that are more eco-friendly?

Manufacturer – Can the people or companies that make products use different 
materials or processes that are more sustainable? What would these be? 

Retailers – Do the people or companies selling products have an obligation to 
sell more environmentally friendly products? 

  Questions    Write some of your ideas down about the following:  
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Intended audience
By writing down some of your ideas on how governments, consumers, manufacturers 
and retailers may change their actions, you may have a clearer idea about who your 
intended audience will be for the presentation of your Source Reduction Plan.

In the space below, brainstorm who you will be targeting for your Source Reduction 
Plan project. 

Source: 
recyclingnearyou.com

My project idea

Who is it tageted at?

Why have I chosen these people to target?

    Exercise    Who you will be targeting
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Type of presentation
There are many different types of presentations. Some different types include:

•  informative
•  Instructional
•  persuasive

When using the persuasive text type in a presentation your purpose is to convince your 
audience to accept/ buy into/ believe your proposal.

To succeed with a persuasive presentation, you must present sufficient logic, evidence 
and emotion to sway or convince your audience.

Have a look at the following advertisement about marine debris

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DEc16dEMns

By using humor, the video creates desire in the person viewing it to ‘break up with 
plastic.’

Can you think of a particular advertisement that successfully persuades you to 
want to buy the product? and why did it.

   Question    Advertising persuades audiences to buy products.
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The video also tells a story and is using a ‘toxic relationship’ as a metaphor for how 
plastic is toxic in our lives and that we don’t have to keep using plastic.

What story are you going to tell? How can you capture the audience’s attention? 

You might like to use something you have explored in this unit as a slogan, 
catchphrase or emotive image to capture attention.

How will you outline the needs that your marine debris project / product meet? 

Will you be able to tempt the audience to take action by describing the advantages 
of contributing to reducing marine debris? 

How can you create a desire for the audience to be supportive of your conservation 
idea? 

What call to action will you use in closing or finishing your presentation? 

Remember the world is your audience 
and is interested in your ideas.

Can you remember how the call to action was stated?

Write some ideas below

Write some more ideas below:

   Question

    Exercise

    Exercise

   Clean seas - turn the tide on plastic

   Slogan, catchphrase or emotive image 

   Call to action
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Still not sure what your Source Reduction Project 
project is going to be? 
You may want to use the table below to come up with some more ideas. 

In the next lesson you are actually going to create your Source Reduction Project 
and share it so that you become part of the marine debris solution solution not 
the problem.

Ideas for marine 
debris projets

How will it contribute 
to reducing marine 

debris at the source?

What actions will you 
need to undertake to 

complete your project?

    Exercise    Source Reduction Project ideas
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Prototype

Communication and presentation
This is the part of the design process where you communicate your Source Reduction 
Plan to your target audience by building a prototype. By now, you have probably 
already come up with a project idea. You should have decided on the item/s you 
want to focus on to reduce marine debris at the source. You may have also already 
decided how you are going to present your ideas to your audience.

Don’t worry if you still aren’t 100% sure on what your Source reduction Pr oject is going 
to be.  This lesson will help you bring your ideas together and implement them. 

Here are some ideas to present your Source Reduction Project in case you are stuck:  

•  Present your idea in a display folder
•	 	Create a website or a blog
•	 	Create a movie documentary or video
•	 	Create a slideshow
•	 	Create an art piece
•	 	Make a story book
•	 	Create a comic series
•	 	Create a planning proposal
•	 	Design a new product that embodies sustainable design principles. 

You may have a completely different idea about how you are going to communicate 
your Source Reduction Plan. What you decide to do will largely depend on your 
intended target audience, how you are going to be able to share your idea with 
them and what reach you would like. For example, a call to action video that can be 
uploaded on to YouTube will have a far greater reach than an idea presented in a 
display folder. However, you may want to present your idea in a display folder if your 
intended audience is the local council. You may plan to make a meeting with them 
and present your ideas there.  Whatever you chose is Ok, as long as you communicate 
the reason why you chose your idea. 

Review and evaluate - How do I build my idea?
Use the table below to help you review and evaluate your project idea so far. Some of 
these steps have been covered in previous lessons, so you may have already begun 
your prototyping. For others, you may need support bringing all your ideas together 
and actioning them. The table on the next page and the following activities will help 
you achieve this.

  Module 5
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Review

Have a look at your ideas and plans for 
your Source Reduction Project through 
the previous lessons: Empathise, Define 
and Ideate. Did you decide what item/s 
you want to focus on to reduce marine 
debris at the source? 

What medium are you going to use to 
present your idea? 
e.g. video, Facebook Page, poster etc. 

Do you remember what it was about 
the marine debris issue that really made 
you feel something and want to make 
a change in the first place? Was it 
understanding the damage cause to 
marine life? People? Was it story, pictures, 
sound?  What can your project include to 
help the viewer empathize with you? Write 
down some ideas in the empy space 
provided. Remember empathy is the first 
step people need before they take action. 

Do you remember why you chose the 
item you have for your Source Reduction 
Plan? What research and data is out 
there to show support that the item is a 
problem? How does it end up becoming 
marine debris? Write down some of your 
ideas in the space provided. 

How is your idea going to contribute to 
reducing marine debris at the source? 
Remember after you have captured 
people’s attention and built empathy, 
they will often want to help. What actions 
are you asking them to take to reduce 
marine debris at the source? 

  Exercise    Bringing your ideas together and actioning them

Empathise

Define

Ideate
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Project planning
Use the following flowchart to put your project into action. Sometimes it can really 
help to write down the actual steps needed to complete a project.

This is called a work flow chart.

Ask yourself which idea and action is the best 
choice for you to proceed with

Gather the resources and materials needed to 
make your marine debris conservation project

Plan how and when you will construct your project.

Which actions have to occur first?

Create your marine debris project following your 
construction plan

Review and evaluate your project so far.

Adjust your work if necessary

Finalise and share your project.
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Discuss your project
You need to take some time out now to discuss the ideas that you have for your 
project with someone else. They may be able to contribute something new, or 
something you have not considered before. Often when you can explain something 
to others that have no background information and they are able to understand, then 
it means you have a pretty good chance of also having a clear message for your 
audience.

You could discuss your ideas with: A teacher, a parent, a supervisor, anyone!

Use the space below to write down any new ideas you have talked about:

  Exercise    Discuss your ideas
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Conceptual & physical design
Another way of building your Source reduction Project is to consider what would the 
project look like, what it could be made from and how you could construct it. 

What order are things going to be in? This is a good time to storyboard your idea.  
Consider what information, pictures, or process is going to going to be at the 
beginning, middle and end part. 

Sketch out your prototype in the space below: 

  Exercise    Sketch your ideas
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How do I prove and improve my idea?
In design before something is taken to market, the prototype is tested with the 
intended target audience. Then the effectiveness of it is evaluated and improvements 
made. In your situation, you have already created your Source Reduction Project and 
shared it.  So how do you know the effectiveness of it? How do you know that your 
project is going to actually have an effect on people and create change?

Some ways you can measure the effectiveness of your Source Reduction Planning 
Project is to:

•  Measure how many views ithad on social media.
•  Measure how many shares it had on social media.
•  Ask your target audience to complete a survey before and after and see if they 

had an changes in attitudes or behaviour.
•  You could also measure if any future plans or legislations are being put in place 

to reduce the item at the source from your Source Reduction Project.  

Case studies of successful Source Reduction Plans. 
To read about successful Tangaroa Blue Source Reduction Plans in action follow the 
link https://tangaroablue.org/amdi/campaigns.html 

The data collection from all of the beach clean-ups around Australia and the world 
have enabled people to know what aspects of marine debris need focusing on and 
the data helps provide scientific evidence to get all stakeholders involved. If you create 
a successful Source Reduction Plan from participating in these education series you 
can send it to info@tangaroablue.org and have it listed on the Tangaroa Blue website. 

Final Report and evaluation 
You can either: record a talk about your presentation or present a written report about 
your project. 

Use the following outline on the next page to plan for your report.

Test

  Module 6
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Title of project

My personal comment about my marine debris project over the past 5 weeks.

How I researched the idea

What I did to develop the idea into my final presentation

Some positive things that I’ve learned during this project

Things that I would change if I had to do it again

   Exercise   Final report and evaluation
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